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“ We cannot imagine a more useful volume. . . . Miss Petrie’s 
training leads her to approach the study of the Scriptures as she would 
that of any other literature. She gives exactly the hints, helps, clues, 
classifications, notes, which the cultivated mind craves, and must needs 
be sadly at sea in the study of the Bible without. . . . The laborious 
research to which it testifies, gives the volume unusual value. Culture 
and wide reading are not the only qualifications she has brought to 
this work. It is the tone of assured conviction, the easy, unanxious 
movement of one who knows his guide and enjoys his journey, that 
makes the Bible studies presented by her as fascinating as they are 
helpful.”—Parents Keview, March, 1893.

‘ ‘ As one of the best schemes for the systematic study of the Bible 
which we have yet seen, we give it our hearty commendation."— 
Literary World, January 27th, 1893.

“ Of all the existing unions for Bible reading this easily ranks first 
for thoroughness and value."—British Weekly, February 23rd, 1893.

“ We find it worthy of the greatest commendation ; it bears evidence 
of most conscientious preparation, and of pr ctical experience of the 
needs of students.”—Rock, January 20th, 1893.

‘ ‘ For a student’s manual to the study of the Bible we think it has 
not been surpassed, only the student must be in downright earnest, and 
not afraid of hard work, and plenty of it.”—The Sunday School, 
February nth, 1893.

‘ ‘ We heartily commend this work. . . . It is not a dry, barren com
mentary, but a bundle of lively suggestions."—Neu, York Observer, 
September 7th, 1893.

“ The author exhibits good scholarship, an unprejudiced judgment, 
and genuine devotion to spiritual aims.”—The Congregationalist, 
January 1894.

" The instruction which * Clews to I ly Writ ’ imparts is character
ised by sympathy no less than by accuracy, while the sustained vigour 
of the author's style wins admiration from a thoughtful mind."— 
Young Men's Era (Chicago), March 24th, 1894.
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